Abstract – A key attribute for success in graduate studies is the ability to conduct research and to communicate research effectively. However, many researchers in engineering do not identify as writers, regarding research writing as the end product of a static template. Novice and experienced researchers alike encounter problems common to all writers such as writer’s block and procrastination, and struggle for clarity of thought and brevity of message.

Conventional, skills-based support for research writing exists at many universities, but an interdisciplinary research team at Memorial University has been investigating more integrative and innovative ways to break down barriers to thinking and writing clearly about research, particularly for engineering graduate students. Using the lens of academic literacies, this paper presents “Thinking Creatively about Research,” a research project that developed and piloted a multi-day, co-curricular workshop for engineering graduate students at Memorial University. Preliminary findings indicate that the workshop pedagogy can transform student perspectives of research and writing.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Need and the Context

“Any time you start a new writing project, you embark on a new journey.” This quote points to the heroic journey metaphor for dissertation writing [4], which highlights the difficulty that many people have with the process of writing, as well as one of the its reasons. Readers who have written a graduate dissertation, for example, may resonate with the journey metaphor, as their memories map the unique circumstances of their thesis writing experience. Indeed, writing of all kinds is hard. Moreover, for academic or research writing, the identity or the student or researcher is bound up with his or her writing output and its formal evaluation in courses and through peer and funding reviews [3,4].

A key attribute for success in graduate education in post-secondary contexts is the ability to conduct research and to communicate research effectively. Written expression is the lifeblood of academic research, but many researchers in engineering and science do not necessarily identify as writers, regarding engineering and scientific research writing to be the end product of a static template. Once they have reached a certain level of proficiency with academic writing, many researchers neglect to continue to develop their writing skills or to explore their identity as a writer. Even so, novice and experienced researchers alike typically encounter barriers common to all writers such as writer’s block and procrastination, as well as the struggle to achieve clarity of thought and brevity of message.

Few universities offer formal (or even informal) programming for graduate students to help them to tap into and nurture the creative aspects of thinking about and writing about their academic research. Although many universities offer writing courses and programs, and many resource books on writing for academics are available, these tend to emphasize skills-based approaches to writing. There has been much less emphasis on the creative aspects of writing in research, on writing as a process, or on writing as a social practice within a community of discourse.

An interdisciplinary research team at Memorial University has been investigating more integrative and innovative ways to break down barriers to thinking and
writing clearly about research. The authors of this paper conducted a project 2011-2012, named “Thinking Creatively About Research”, as a pilot co-curricular program which offers research writing workshops that embody the above values and elements. The pilot workshops were offered to graduate students in Humanities and Arts (Fall 2011) and in Engineering and Applied Science (Winter 2012). Along with the operational workshops of the pilot program, we are conducting a research study to assess the outcomes and effectiveness of the approach.

The “Thinking Creatively About Research” program offered this year at Memorial University is founded on a significant base of past experience and relevant expertise within the project team, as well as on past materials developed to foster research writing. The workshops are structured around a book by one of the team, Cecile Badenhorst, Research writing: Breaking the barriers [3] and other materials developed and field tested extensively through workshops for faculty members and graduate students in the South African university context. In addition, the workshops and the accompanying research study benefit from the interdisciplinary nature of the team, and from expertise and experience pertinent to the project, notably in: dialogue, contemplative education, and leadership development (Rosales); fostering thinking about research and research writing in engineering [20] (Moloney); creativity studies (Dyer); and interdisciplinary research and writing (Murray).

1.2 Purpose and Research Goals

The purpose of the “Thinking Creatively about Research” pilot program was to offer workshops to enhance the self-efficacy, confidence and productivity of graduate students for writing academic papers and dissertations. The key purpose of the accompanying research study was to study the workshop pedagogy for its effectiveness in transforming student perspectives on research and writing.

In order to examine how that transformation occurs, we are guided by three main pedagogical questions:

1. What does the writer need to know about research/academic discourse?
2. What does the writer need to understand about writing/creativity?
3. What does the writer need to know about him/herself as a researcher/writer?

The research study is structured as an interpretive qualitative research study [18] with three stages:

- Stage 1: Conducting the workshops themselves;
- Stage 2: Workshop data collection (samples of student work; surveys and program evaluations);
- Stage 3: Longitudinal data collection to explore the effects of the workshop intervention over time.

A thread weaves through the entire project based on repeated sampling of participants’ self-identifications as research writers through free-writes starting with “I am the kind of writer who….” Participants are invited to reflect on how these statements and their self-identifications change over time. This repeated activity leads to revisions (i.e. re-visions) by the participants not only of their current writing project(s), but also re-visions of themselves and their relationship to their community of academic discourse.

Using the lens of academic literacies, this paper discusses the preliminary findings of “Thinking Creatively about Research” for engineering graduate students. The paper outlines the background of our approach in academic literacies and describes the structure and dynamic of the workshops. The research data collected during the workshops allows us to examine the pedagogy of research writing for its efficacy in transforming graduate student perspectives on research and writing.

2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Academic Literacies

‘Academic literacies’ is the term used to describe a philosophical shift in perspective about how to approach student academic writing in post-secondary contexts. The concept comes from Lea and Street [11-15, 24-26] who argued that institutions, faculty and students have different approaches to student writing. These different approaches are effectively epistemologies about academic writing. Lea and Street identified three different approaches to writing: 1) a skills approach; 2) a process approach, also called academic socialization; and 3) an academic literacies approach.

According to the skills approach, writing is seen as a generic cognitive individual skill. If a student cannot write in an academic context, it is because he or she has not acquired the necessary skills. The assumption is that if a student takes a course on academic writing, he or she will be able to take that ‘skill’ and write in any context or discipline. What underlies this perspective is a deficit concept comes from Lea and Street [11-15, 24-26] which argues that institutions, faculty and students have different approaches to student writing. These different approaches are effectively epistemologies about academic writing. Lea and Street identified three different approaches to writing: 1) a skills approach; 2) a process approach, also called academic socialization; and 3) an academic literacies approach.

The process or academic socialization approach suggests that writing is not a skill that can be acquired generically but is tied to particular disciplines or contexts. This approach acknowledges that disciplines have particular writing genres and ways of using language. For students to become successful writers, they need to learn the language of the discipline and become socialized into the discourse.

The third approach, academic literacies, is substantially different from the previous two. Academic
literacies takes the view that writing in an academic context is complex and unstable. Writing is about learning an identity. For example, for an engineer or a scientist, writing involves negotiating ever changing disciplinary requirements and developing authority in a particular context. The context is always situated in time and place and as such, always shifting. The term ‘literacies’ acknowledges that academic writing encompasses more than just writing. A student will need critical literacy, visual literacy, research literacy, information literacy and so on, to be a successful writer. A key component of the critical literacies approach is that students develop a critical awareness of disciplinary language, knowledge, and their position in the discourse. From this perspective, writing is something that students acquire over time and with practice by participating in the discipline.

In the “Thinking Creatively about Research” project, we used an academic literacies approach by being explicit in our instruction on reading and writing. Clarifying the expectations and inherent assumptions of academic discourse helped to demystify the research process and enabled students to critically examine the discourse and underlying power structures in their discipline and then to work out their own ways to write with authority.

2.2 Engineering Research Writing

It is widely acknowledged in engineering that writing well is important for success in an engineering career [17], and clearly this holds also for engineering graduate studies and in engineering research careers. To be successful in research, it is not enough just to publish papers; to be successful, you must have those papers cited by others and write proposals that get funding [16,23]

Currently, the dominant method for teaching research writing or for passing along research writing techniques is via the apprenticeship model of graduate student supervision. The apprenticeship model can work well, when the supervisor is a good writer and interested both in writing and assisting his or her students to become better writers, and when the student is comfortable in the apprenticeship role. A second method by which graduate students learn to write is by reading well-written research papers and modeling their writing off these papers. However, both approaches to research writing can be problematic when the conditions are not optimal: when supervisors themselves are not good writers [5]; when students have not been introduced to reading critically and assessing the writing quality in the papers they read in their research [10]; or when students lose confidence in their writing due to concerns about their basic language skills or about being able to write the highly stylized language of engineering and science papers [5,21,27].

A compounding problem is that many engineering researchers tend to think about writing as a separate, and later, stage from that of doing research proper. Engineering researchers sometimes speak of “writing up” their research, as though the writing followed the research as a straightforward and simple process [23]. Others fall into the fallacy of thinking that their results speak for themselves, or tend to write as if for themselves rather than for other readers [16].

Numerous textbooks and resources are available for the novice engineering writer, but many of these tend to reinforce the “writing up” model of research writing, by outlining how to structure a paper and giving tips on how to write paragraphs, sentences, etc. That is, they focus on tools or skills, rather than on the process of writing, or on writing as an integral part of research.

However, within the long shelf of books and papers on technical writing, there are some notable authors who express other views about writing in engineering (or in science). These are, variously: that writing engineering is a creative process; that writing engineering is storytelling; that writing is itself part of research, and thus that writing is thinking [2,21,23,27]. Moreover, these authors also promote the value (in terms of career and research success) of becoming a writer, and for that, coming to self-identify as a writer is important.

Research in graduate pedagogy suggests that neither the traditional immersion or apprenticeship model of graduates studies (with writing instruction being implicit, except in rare cases), nor lists of formulaic advice or of best practices, is serving graduate students well [1,5]. Thus, universities should promote pedagogies of explicit instruction in research writing [5].

Such pedagogies need to be based on an understanding that research writing is a social practice, and that good writing needs to be situated in the discourse of a particular discipline, rather than generic across disciplines [5,7]. At the same time, research writing is a creative process. Thus, we need pedagogies which foster self-identification of the researcher as writer, and which assist novice researchers to position their research within wider perspectives of both self and technical context, in part by cross-disciplinary and cross-model activities such as free-writing and sketching, etc. [19,23]. Thus, such a pedagogy of research writing in engineering would be both discipline-specific and interdisciplinary; in other words, it would be a pedagogy of academic literacies.

3. THINKING CREATIVELY ABOUT RESEARCH

“Thinking Creatively about Research” is an intensive, multi-day, co-curricular workshop that seeks to break down the barriers of real and perceived writing...
restrictions. It is grounded in a pedagogy of transformation and change in higher education; this curriculum was captured in a book [3] and the workshops at Memorial University were adapted from this source. The pilot offering of the workshop was conducted with a small, volunteer cohort of students from Memorial University’s Graduate Program in Humanities and the Faculty of Arts in Fall 2011, while the second offering occurred in Winter 2012 with graduate students from the Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science.

Regardless of the student’s discipline and stage of research, the program guides the participant through the process of research writing, from conceptualizing his or her research question to revising the final draft. While some tailoring of the workshop materials occurred for the second offering to make the experience most relevant to engineering (e.g. research genres in engineering, choice of sample research papers, etc.), the creative exercises were repeated from the workshops offered to the Humanities and Arts students in Fall 2011.

Each offering of the workshop involved seven mornings of instruction which lasted 3.5 hours each. The workshop is divided into two parts to simulate the two stages of the writing process: composition (Part 1, four consecutive mornings) and revision (Part 2, three consecutive mornings), with daily homework assigned to reinforce key learning points. Between these two sessions, participants had approximately a month to work on the first draft of their chosen research writing.

Each of the seven workshop mornings was divided into two sections. In the first section, activities and facilitated dialogue would give participants information on academic discourses (e.g. what counts as evidence in engineering, how arguments work, research writing genres, etc.) and they would be guided through theories on writing (e.g. writing as process, what goes into different forms of writing, why writing is difficult, how self-criticism can be crippling, how to deal with procrastination, how academic writing is situated in a discourse of criticism, what constitutes a writing identify, etc.). Following a nutrition break, the second half of each morning included ‘play’ activities intended to allow, and even encourage, participants to move out of their usual way of writing and thinking, and to foster the growth of a community in the workshop.

The sessions were facilitated by Cecile Badenhorst, with the other team members present as observer-participants per Merriam’s research methodology (see “Being a careful observer”, Chapter 6 of [18]).

In addition to the text by Badenhorst [3] which was supplied to all participants, other articles on writing or on research success were recommended, e.g. [2,8,9,10,16,22], as well as online resources, e.g. [7].

Data for the research component of “Thinking Creatively about Research” were collected during the workshop sessions (i.e. reflections written by participants; free-writing, sketching and concept-mapping activities) and by surveys and program evaluations at the end of each part. We have recruited a subset of the participants who have consented to take part in a longitudinal study intended to assess the longer-term effects of the pedagogy.

The focus of this paper is on the experience and preliminary results of the Engineering version of the workshop; the first half of the workshop was conducted January 30-February 2, 2012 and the second half was conducted February 27-29, 2012.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Programmatic Results

Although the workshop participants found the time commitment to be challenging in the midst of the Winter semester, 13 participants completed the full set of engineering workshop sessions out of the 17 who registered. (Note that completion here means participation in at least 5 of the 7 mornings; this also qualified the students for an entry on their co-curricular record). This is a significant rate of completion for a co-curricular program with 25 contact hours and additional homework, i.e. over half of the time commitment for a credit course. Of those who missed sessions or did not complete the entire program, some cited conflicts with classes, meetings with supervisors and other work commitments such as teaching and lab duties as teaching assistants.

Those who did complete the workshops were enthusiastic and committed. The research data collected shows growth in writing output, confidence and self-identification as a writer over the course of the workshop

4.2 Themes within Individual Results

Much could be written about the findings of the “Thinking Creatively about Research” workshop, the engineering participants, and the pedagogy employed. Indeed we are still collecting data from a longitudinal part of the research study, and have more analysis to do, especially as concerns the cross-disciplinary analysis. This paper will focus on four themes which emerge from the engineering research findings: self-identification as a writer; the role and value of explicit instruction; the element of play; and how the former elements fostered transformative learning.

4.2.1 Self-Identification as a Writer. Although written expression is essential in academic research, many researchers in engineering and science do not necessarily identify as writers. The workshop was book-ended by two
reflection free-writes to benchmark where students were at the start, and then at the end, of the workshop. The first reflection was written at the start of Day One, on “I am the kind of writer who…” , and the second on Day Seven on “I am now the kind of writer who …”.

The Day One “I am the kind of writer who…” exercise was intended to allow students to self-identify, to tap into their assumptions about the writing process and their personal experience with writing. Of note is that the students frequently used the word ‘not’ and other negatives in these free-writes. For example,
- “I am the kind of writer who is not good at explaining my work to others.” (d1-1)
- “I am the kind of writer who cannot write easily, almost I cannot arrange my ideas correctly and sometimes I cannot explain my ideas clearly.” (e1-1)

Others were more positive, but still expressed the struggle of writing:  
- “I’m the kind of writer who thinks a lot before starting to write. It takes me more [time] than I think I should do corrections and modifications on my writing. I find writing sometimes is a challenge to me, although I do enjoy the process of writing.” (a1-1)

One student expressed a discomfort with revision, “I am the kind of writer who doesn’t like to revise [my] writing after writing the draft. But I have to do it.” (n1-1)

By way of contrast with these self-reflections, a second free-write on Day One asked participants to comment on their understanding of the standard of writing in engineering, by starting, “Good engineering research writing is...” This exercise elicited the views that good engineering research writing is:

- logical; structured; unambiguous, clear, simple, concise, focused; easy to understand; practical; insightful; detailed; precise; coherent; enjoyable; easy to read; has a clear problem statement and purpose; has well supported conclusions; uses a variety of techniques to describe and explain; charts, graphs, tables, figures; presents detailed data/concepts in simple ways; flows; provides effective summary; tells a research story.

This long list demands clarity and knowledge on the part of the writer. Certainly writing to these standards would seem to be difficult to accomplish, consistent with the tone of the Day One free-writes on “I am the kind of writer who…”.

By Day Seven, the overall tone of the self-reflections had changed. The free-writes for “I am now the kind of writer who…” contained fewer negatives, and the reflections were longer, and more oriented towards a future of more productive writing. For example:
- “I feel more comfortable with writing, and I can start writing more easily. It does not take much time for me to think before writing.” (d7-2)
- “I am now the kind of writer who knows how to start something big in a planned way. I still procrastinate for some reasons, but I know some strategies to deal with it. I want to start my writing with a simple piece of free writing. Then gradually, I map my writing and have my idea well organized.” (a7-2)
- “I am now the kind of writer who has improved my writing. I used to like to plan well before I start to write. Now, I learned to do some “adventure” things also like “bungee jumping” before I begin the former writing. I believe that if I can combine these two well, I will reach a higher level in writing.” (i7-2)

Even the participant who didn’t like to revise his first draft now saw his way to doing so:
- “I am now the kind of writer who still doesn’t like to revise what I wrote, but now I am less stressed about it because it is easier after learning how to revise it with different rounds. And of course a better writing in the first place for draft 1.” (n7-2)

At the end of the workshop Day Seven, students were invited to compare their Days One and Seven pair of free-writes on their self-identification as writers and to draw their own conclusions on their personal growth in confidence and self-awareness.

4.2.2 Explicit Instruction. Although engineering education tends to be very explicit in regards to technical ideas, many process aspects of education tend to be implicit. This is particularly so with regards to research writing. In the workshops, the often hidden rules of academic discourse were explicitly discussed, so that participants felt empowered to make more informed choices about how they think about and communicate their work. For example:

- “I used to have the same strategy in my writing; however, this was intuitive or done in a common sense way. So, it was good to find/know a scientific or a guided way to do my PS.” (m2-1)
- “The PPS was helpful to me. Although I had many comments from my supervisor regarding my writing, yesterday I got some general rules which I think will help me in the future.” (e2-1)
- “Now I have some strategies to follow when I am starting to write. For example, I start with the PPS&Q, then make my main claim, break down the main claim into a few subclaims, find evidence to support. By this time, I have the bare bones already. The next step is to make the story smooth and easy to follow. By repeating this, it comes closer to the finish.” (a4-1)

[In the above quotes, PPS&Q , as well as PS and PPS, refers to ‘Problem and Purpose Statement with Questions,’ a key technique in the workshop Likewise, ‘bare bones’ is one of the workshop techniques.]
4.2.3 The Element of Play. “Optimal experience,” according to psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, happens when people experience feelings of intense concentration and deep enjoyment [6]. Many academic writers face challenges throughout the research process, and moments of optimal experience may seem far too elusive. The workshops were intended to empower researchers of all levels and backgrounds to connect more consistently with the source of that creative flow. Doing so was through the element of play which was incorporated into the workshops, both through specific activities, and throughout the workshop in the non-regular layout of furniture, the use of coloured paper and pens, etc., and in the serious yet relaxed tone fostered by the facilitators.

For example, an activity on Day Two asked the participants to free-write on “I am the colour of...”. The results were interesting. The responses were weighted towards the colour of blue, as the sky and the ocean, although other colours were also cited. Although there seemed to be some reluctance initially to the exercise (puzzled looks, questions for clarifications), the free-writes which emerged were equally creative and poetic to those of the Humanities and Arts cohort. In fact, this free-write may have been a crucial turning point in the Engineering workshop. The group began to see themselves more as writers after sharing their first explicitly personal and creative piece of writing. After this, there was more trust, cohesion, and playfulness in the group, whether working on “serious” writes for their research, or in the deliberately playful activities which ended each day.

Later, near the end of the workshop, on Day Seven, participants were asked to comment on the element of play in the workshop. Some responses are:

- “The element of ‘play’ makes work more interesting. We think in a different way, work in a different way, and it opens our mind, we are able to get more ideas.” (d7-1)
- “Element of play was really good. It is the same as children: they learn easier and better when they play. When you learn during play, you don’t feel you are making effort to learn anything.” (b7-1)
- “Some of the play seems not closely related to writing at the first glance, but after reflection on it, I find the questions asked are quite relevant to writing. These questions make me think more about my research and my writing from a different perspective.” (a7-1)
- “Coloured paper, pens, graphs, pushing boundaries... I would say I enjoy using these elements. It [lets] me feel relax when I am dealing with serious research problems. They also show me that research topic can also be fun. But I am not sure I can use them all the time. It just takes time for me to get used to it.” (k7-1)

4.2.4 Transformative learning. Finally, we were interested to find evidence that the approach was making a difference in how well participants wrote, both in the quality of the writing experience and in the quality and quantity of the writing output. Transformative learning is very difficult to measure, and we would not want to claim that a seven-morning workshop experience could lead to significant changes. But we can be attentive to even small changes, as evidenced in the following thoughtful and balanced reflections from participants:

- “Research is serious to me, but maybe it can also be fun, just like using coloured pens to write down whatever you want to write on the fancy papers. I am the one who has the option and can make decision.” (k4-1)
- “In the early stages of writing, I can shift attention from the genres, formats, grammars, etc. to my idea development. Free writing is important. Writing is thinking. I don’t need to show anyone my first draft. It is for my eyes only. Therefore, I think I do have choices to make, even if I do need to follow certain rules in the later stages.” (a6-2)
- “Actually, I didn’t put that much effort on writing during the last month, but I am now more confident about how I “can” write rather “should” write.” (g6-2)

4.3. Observations and Discussion

Whatever else can be said, this kind of intervention achieved its goal of raising students’ awareness of their identities as writers, of helping them clarify for themselves what the expectations are of them and their research, and of the choices they make about their writing. The workshop helped them see their research and writing from different perspectives and to attend to things they had not noticed previously. It helped them raise questions about their research topics that they hadn’t considered before, and to pay attention to process as much as content.

While at times participants exhibited some discomfort and stress when asked to do things that involved self-reflection or disclosure, there was a visible softening and opening as trust and comfort were built in the group and with the facilitators/researchers. As the sessions progressed participants became more attentive to the process of writing, and able to be creative in focused, structured ways. There were many expressions of openness to new techniques introduced during the sessions, as well as expressions of empowerment, i.e. when they came to know a new technique, they wanted to use it. A key insight was into the difficulties in writing which often came from self-editing too early. Thus, participants understood the importance of just starting, without self-criticism, and the importance of having control and choice, both over the first draft and subsequent revisions.
5. CONCLUSIONS

The “Thinking Creatively about Research” workshops are part of an interdisciplinary instructional development research grant which explores how academic writers of all backgrounds and skill levels might think more clearly about their research, write with impact, demystify the discourse of their discipline, communicate with a more diverse audience, and tap into a deeper well of creative potential.

Those who completed the engineering workshop were enthusiastic and committed. That they continued to come to the workshop sessions despite the significant time commitment speaks to the value participants perceived in the workshop. Moreover, the research data shows that participants experienced growth in writing output, confidence and self-efficacy over the course of the workshop.

Although the “Thinking Creatively About Research” pilot program of workshops was offered to graduate students only in two broad disciplinary areas of the university, there is the potential, based on the results of the pilot program of workshops and its accompanying research study, to expand the offering of the program on an ongoing co-curricular or curricular basis across a wide range of disciplines, to senior undergraduate and graduate students as well as to faculty members and other staff members who need to write on a regular basis as part of their work at the university.

We started the paper with a reference to the heroic journey of completing the writing of a major piece of research. While none of the engineering participants explicitly referred to the journey metaphor in their evaluations of the workshop, it would seem to have been a journey for some. Many small hints suggested change in their writing or their approach to writing, change accompanied by a wider vision—sometimes accompanied by surprise, or a sense of challenge or difficulty, or just a resolute gaze into their academic future. We end with a quote suggesting insight and change, from the evaluations at the end of the seven days of the engineering workshop:

- “It’s not just about writing. The techniques are about every aspect in research.”
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